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Cost-Reduction Tip #7 (Spend Analysis)

Savings Area: SPEND ANALYSIS
Greetings!

SAVINGS AREA: Spend Analysis 
 
Spend Analysis is the process of
collecting, cleansing, grouping, and
analyzing corporate-wide expenditure
data.  Spend analyses typically have
two views: annual spend per supplier

and spend per category.  Spend analyses can be detailed (more time) or simple
(less time) and are typically done quarterly or annually.

The Benefits of A Spend Analysis:
A)    It highlights and quantifies the suppliers and categories where the most
money is spent annually. 
B)    It creates an opportunity to explore and determine where cost-reductions can
occur, value and performance maximized, and to determine the degree that
supplier management should be employed.   
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C)     A spend category that is currently deemed “not well managed,” typically
provides an opportunity to reduce costs 20%. 

DETAILED SPEND ANALYSIS: (more time)
1.     Establish the required fields needed for the database (or excel) spend
analysis structure.
2.     Collect annual spend data from all internal expenditure sources.
3.     Cleanse data.
4.     Aggregate and rank spend data.
5.     Identify top savings opportunities, create plan, & implement.
 
SIMPLE SPEND ANALYSIS: (less time)
1.     Through your accounting dept. (or management), identify the top-20
suppliers that contribute the most to your annual spend.
2.     Identify the minimum required fields needed for your annual spend analysis
report.
3.     Request and collect annual spend data from your top suppliers
4.     Aggregate and rank.
5.     Identify top savings opportunities, create plan, & implement.

Due to the needed length of this topic, please download our 2-page PDF.
 

"When you manage a spend category ‘well’
a 20% (or more) savings results"

If your procurement department is short on resources or short in expertise in one
category, send us an email, Procurement-One's Network has help hundreds of
companies.
 
Free Download: Self-Savings Estimator Worksheet.   

 
Boise Interim Staffing: Considering interim or part-time procurement staffing? 
 
Please feel free to contact us regarding questions or services:
Email rdeamicis@procurement-one.com or call 208-809-5487.
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